


Dream 1.
Dreamt you were walking around banging on about "the economy, the 
economy." You had this horse. It was a big warmblood ( read 
expensive!) - beautiful mare, dark grey. You were asking me if you 
should sell her. When I looked at the horse I noticed that she was 
sweating profusely, absolutely drenched. I put my hand on her neck 
and said "Dave this horse is sick". You hadn't noticed and thought she 
was a bit hot and sweaty from a gallop. I walked around the other side 
of her and she was a different grey on the right side, much lighter. 
Now grey horses lighten with age and turn white so I took this to 
mean she was older than first impression.  I didn’t get the answer of to 
sell or not; it seemed to be more about the condition of the horse. 




Dream 2.
So last night the horse was galloping around in a 
panic because cars were leaving the car park. You 
were off somewhere doing stuff and I was 'holding 
the fort' cooking pancakes ?????


It was as scared of being left behind alone. It had 
a rug on. I caught it and put a halter and lead on it 
and led it around with me as I did what I had to 
do. It calmed down.



Listeners
I was praying and these were the thoughts I had...It’s not really about the horse 
but the master of the horse - the horse is the carrier, it bears the burden.... but the 
health of the horse is crucial & what matters and that refers to the master. An 
unbroken horse that is wild and unruly outside of humility and relationship with his 
master will cause damage, make a mess and lead astray - but a horse that has 
born the heavy hand and cruelty of an unkind master will be driven by fear rather 
than love. The horse that is confident, connected to in honor and rich friendship 
with the master will serve with great capacity, wisdom and strength.My sense was 
that you need to look beyond the horse...to the source.


The horse I kept seeing was white. It has importance but only through its purpose 
- either its rider leading it or its mission. Like the knight on a chess board, or 
Gandelf’s horse, shadowfax. They are vessels of importance. A bit like the arc of 
the covenant maybe, where it is an extremely important artefact but its purpose 
was to hold the presence of God... not sure if that makes any sense - it does in my 
head!











Invitation
There is a heart sickness in “us.”


We want to turn our affection towards God


We want to pray and seek Him


We want to see Jesus to be “fully formed” in us (Galatians 4:19)


Praying Sunday nights at 7pm, starting tonight.


